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The harmonic and quasiharmonic classifications of Riemannian mani-
folds have been largely brought to completion (see Bibliography). In the
present paper we shall discuss interrelations between harmonic null classes
and quasiharmonic null classes.

Let H and Q be the classes of harmonic and quasiharmonic functions
h and q, defined by Ah = 0 and Δq = 1, where Δ = dδ + δd is the Laplace-
Beltrami operator. Denote by P, B, D, C, L* the classes of functions
which are positive, bounded, Dirichlet finite, bounded Dirichlet finite, or
of finite Lp norm, respectively. Here 1 ̂  p < oo, the value p = oo being
excluded since for both harmonic and quasiharmonic functions, L°° = B.
For X = P, 5, Z>, C, ZΛ set HX = H n X, QX = Q Π X, and let ON

F stand
for the class of Riemannian iV-manifolds, N ^ 2, which do not carry
nonconstant functions in a given class F. The complement of O£ with
respect to the totality of Riemannian N-manifolds is designated by O£.

We shall first show that ON

HX f)O%rΦ0 for X, Y = P, B, D, C, Lp,
l < ^ p < o o , j y ; > 2 . In view of the Euclidean ball it is trivial that O^x n
O»τ Φ 0 , and we shall prove that ON

HX ΠθζτΦ 0 for all X, F, p, iNΓ.
The classes OHX Π OQF are intriguing. From the harmonic classifica-

tion theory it is known that the class 0% of parabolic iSΓ-manifolds, char-
acterized by the nonexistence of Green's functions, is related to other
harmonic null classes by the strict inclusion relations O£ < OHP < 0%B <
0%D = OHC The proof of the strictness, due mainly to Ahlfors, Roy den,
and Tόki, was one of the most challenging problems in the theory of
harmonic functions. On the other hand, 0% is strictly contained also in
all O£χ, X= P, B, D, C [12, 20]. The problem of proving the nonempti-
ness of the classes OHX Π QQY thus amounts to finding manifolds which
belong to the "narrow" spaces 0%f)OHX, yet carry Q F-functions. For
X, Y other than Lp we only have fragmentary results on this problem
(see No. 11). On the other hand, the classes OHX ΓΊ 0%τ turn out to be
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